Rhodopsin photoproducts in 2D crystals.
The published electron microscope and X-ray structures of rhodopsin have made available a detailed picture of the inactive dark state of rhodopsin. Yet, the photointermediates of rhodopsin that ultimately lead to the activated receptor species still await a similar analysis. Such an analysis first requires the generation and characterization of the photoproducts that can be obtained in crystals of rhodopsin. We therefore studied with Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) difference spectroscopy the photoproducts in 2D crystals of bovine rhodopsin in a p22(1)2(1) crystal form. The spectra obtained by cryotrapping revealed that in this crystal form the still inactive early intermediates batho, lumi, and meta I are similar to those obtained from rhodopsin in native disk membranes, although the transition from lumi to meta I is shifted to a higher temperature. However, at room temperature, the formation of the active state, meta II, is blocked in the crystalline environment. Instead, an intermediate state is formed that bears some features of meta II but lacks the specific conformational changes required for activity. Despite being unable to activate its cognate G protein, transducin, to a significant extent, this intermediate state is capable of interacting with functional transducin-derived peptides to a limited extent. Therefore, while unable to support formation of rhodopsin's active state meta II, 2D p22(1)2(1) crystals proved to be very suitable for determining 3D structures of its still inactive precursors, batho, lumi, and meta I. In future studies, FTIR spectroscopy may serve as a sensitive assay to screen crystals grown under altered conditions for potential formation of the active state, meta II.